Summary of Main Activities Since ALA Midwinter:

Below are the activities of the three Standing Committees. Also PCC has recently established three task forces to consider RDA-related issues. They are: PCC RDA –Decisions-Needed Task Group; PCC TG on AACR2 & RDA Acceptable Heading Categories; and the PCC TG on Hybrid Bibliographic Records.

Summary of Standing Committee activities:
Current Membership of SCS
Rebecca Culbertson, UCSD (Chair) Diana Brooking, Univ. of Washington
Mark Ehler, Minitex Kathy Glennan, Univ. of Maryland
John Ilardo, SUNY Buffalo Joe Kiegel, Univ. of Washington
Yael Mandelstam, Fordham Law David Reser, LC Liaison
Jay Weitz, OCLC Liaison

- Development of BIBCO Standard Record for Archival Collections. Released for PoCo and PCC review June 16, 2011 with comments due by July 12th.

- Development of Combined Table Comparison for the PCC BIBCO Standard Record Requirements for all formats. Released for PoCo and PCC review June 16, 2011.

- Development of change of scope of the 588 field in cataloging of online monographs to incorporate source of title notes. Released for PoCo and PCC review on June 16, 2011 with comments due by July 12th.
  - [http://www.loc.gov/catdir/pcc/bibco/588%20field--20110616.docm](http://www.loc.gov/catdir/pcc/bibco/588%20field--20110616.docm)

- Review and incorporation of PCC comments into the BIBCO Standard Record (BSR) Supplemental Requirements for Electronic Monographic Resources Remote & Direct Access Metadata Application Profiles (MAPs). Completed; will hold for decision on 588 field before releasing to PoCo

- Revision of the Provider-Neutral Guidelines to broaden the scope to all formats. Expansion of examples to cover multiple formats. Completed; will hold for decision on 588 field before releasing to PoCo

- Drafting of RDA version of the Provider-Neutral Guidelines. Draft completed for discussion at SCS meeting on June 26, 2011.
Current Membership of Standing Committee on Automation

Robert Bremer, OCLC liaison
Gary Charbonneau, Indiana Univ.
John Levy, CONSER liaison
Rebecca Lubas, Univ. of New Mexico
Shana McDanold, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Chair
John Reese, Backstage Library Works, vendor liaison
Gary Strawn, Northwestern Univ.
Bob Thomas, Western Washington Univ.
David Williamson, LC Liaison

- Development of macro script resources webpage on the PCC Web site
- Discussion by the ISBD and MARC Task Force began. Chair, Robert Bremer

Current Membership of Standing Committee on Training

George Prager, NYU
Steve Shadle, Univ. of Washington
Rebecca Uhl, Chair
Iris Woolley, Colombia Univ.
Bob Wolverton, Jr., Mississippi State
Glenn Patton, OCLC liaison
Carolyn Sturtevant, LC/BIBCO liaison
Lynne Branch Brown, SkyRiver liaison

Set up of two groups for manual revision. Both have begun their work.

- E-Serials Module revision (Module 31)